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the first thing you'll want to know about this game is
what type of track you'll be racing on. there are 8

different types of tracks. (basically, this is a re-release of
the tracks from rfactor 1.0). they include the following:

reveal coast waves cambi overgrowth meadow elevation
short circuit you can thank me later, but for now,

download the game. but don't just do that. you must
read every instruction. the manual for the game is just as
bad as its interface. there are many things you must do.
rfactor 2 is available for purchase on steam and other

platforms. there is no 'one size fits all' solution to
purchasing rfactor. the rfactor website has a good page
with some helpful links to find you what you need. check
out their product page for a list of all of the ways to buy

rfactor the main reason for rfactor's popularity and
success is compatibility. there are thousands of mods
you can download for free from many sources all over

the internet. plus, the game does not require a high end
pc. as a matter of fact, even low end computers and
laptops from 8 years ago will easily get 30-40 fps on
medium settings. and in addition to that, you do not
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need the full version of the game to install mods and
enjoy it. you can download the lite version, substitute the

.exe with the crack and voila! rfactor 2 is a realistic,
easily extendable racing simulation from studio 397. it

offers the latest in vehicle and race customization, great
graphics, outstanding multiplayer and the height of

racing realism. rfactor 2 features mixed class road racing
with ultra realistic dynamics, an immersive sound

environment and stunning graphics, perfect for top-level
esports and a rich single-player experience. race against
a field of ai cars, or in multi-player mode against others.
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advanced racing simulator: the ultimate professional
racing simulation experience and the most demanding
racing game in existence is now available with all the
features, performance, and resolution of a high-end

racing game in a package that is accessible to everyone.
with rfactor 2 you can race at full-throttle realism with
cars, circuits, and drivers from the real world all in the
same game. rfactor 2 is the ultimate racing simulation
with a wide variety of cars, tracks, and drivers. race in
historical events or create your own. rfactor 2 includes
two game modes: career and split-screen. career is the
traditional single-player mode where you must compete

in all the available events to earn as many points as
possible and climb the ranks. split-screen lets you race

against a friend in a single-player or multiplayer game. it
also lets you race against one of many ai drivers.

whatever the type of racing you enjoy, rfactor 2 delivers
it all. drive on circuits, through the mud, and on tracks
built to race on, the possibilities are endless. with more
than 750 cars, more than 100 tracks, and a total of 45
courses to race on, you can enjoy any type of racing

from the world’s most famous tracks to the smallest local
tracks. each track has its own ai for added realism and
challenge. and if you prefer to drive your own car, you
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can do so with real-life cars from some of the biggest
brands in the industry, from ferrari to bugatti and

lamborghini. of course, rfactor 2 also includes all the
features you expect in a professional racing sim,

including a full damage model, realistic physics, tire
models, and realistic weather conditions. in addition,

rfactor 2 lets you race with multiple participants.
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